
Global Leaders Committee meeting 11 September 2019 – online meeting 

The GLC is composed of elected Leader-representatives from each Direct Connect Entity (DCE) to 
facilitate communication between Leaders and the LLLI Board of Directors (BOD) and staff. 

Attendees: Cecily Harkins (BOD Chair, LLLI); Zion Tankard (Executive Director LLLI); Linda 
Owens (Owner IMI); Debbi Heffern, Alyson Casey Dewar, Linda Anderson, Tina Castellanos, 
Jennifer Rushton (LLL USA); Marie-Lyne Pelletier (Ligue La Leche); Mary Bird, Herrade 
Hemmerdinger, Lydia de Raad, Elena Likurtseva (European Area Network, EAN); Linda Clement 
(LLL Canada); Janine Pinkham (LLL NZ); Linda J Smith, Melissa Thompson Onofrey, Carol Kolar 
(LLL Alliance); Sarah Hung (International Area Network, IAN) 

 
News from the Board 

Welcome to our new Executive Director, Zion Tankard. 

General Budget 

Discussion regarding Audit Committee. Lydia de Raad had noted that two members of the LLLI 
Finance Cmte. were also on the Audit Cmte. which is not permissible. Those members have since 
been removed from the Audit Cmte. 

Questions regarding how Auditing Firm is selected. Response from Linda Owens:  

 IMI puts out for bids via a formal Request for Proposal (RFP). This year RFPs were sent to nine 
CPA firms. Each company submitted its proposal to IMI who then selected one firm and submitted 
that name to the Board Audit Committee for approval. IMI has a list of firms that their other clients 
have utilized. This firm is among that list. Linda Smith advised that when she was on the Board 
Audit Committee last year, she found the audit company to be transparent and helpful. 

Cecily Harkins noted that LLLI was given a clean audit again this year. Linda Clement expressed 
concern that the auditors did not pick up the overlap of Board Audit and Finance Cmte. Members. 
This is important in best practices for financial arms-length from oversight and those authorizing 
funds uses. 

Linda Clement asked that the question be answered: what are the selection criteria for the Auditors. 
Linda Owens responded: 

● The audit firm must have experience with other international non-profit organizations or 
have sufficient knowledge of accounting policies and procedures for non-profit entities. 

● The audit firm must have experience and knowledge of the tax laws relevant to non-profits. 
● Audit fees must be within the limitations of the LLLI's budget. 
● There must be no possible conflict of interest with the audit firm. 

Where can the Audit be found? On the LLLI website. 

Lydia de Raad - Did LLLI gain or lose money for the 2018-2019 fiscal year? Linda Owens 
responded that real money was made in the last fiscal year, not just on paper. 

Points: 

● July 2019 financial statement is not available online. Staff will make sure it gets posted. 



Fundraising 

 Tina Castellanos - How much is LLLI spending on appeal?  

Cecily Harkins  answered that while expenses budgeted for 2018-2019 are accurate the actual 
money spent is much less than reported due to staff doing much of the appeal work in house instead 
of contracting outside of IMI. Appeals take up 19% of staff time which is not included in 
fundraising costs, and should be. Mailing expenses were reduced from $19k to $11,300. 

Where did the money come from to attend the ILCA Conference? 

Cecily Harkins shared that a donation defrayed part of the cost of Keith Williams attendance at 
ILCA. While in Atlanta, GA Keith contacted potential business partners/vendor and is pursuing 
these opportunities. LLLI is bringing in five times of what it spends seeking donations, when staff 
time is not included as a cost. 

Publications 

What is the timeline for a new edition of the Womanly Art of Breastfeeding and how might it be 
financed? 

Cecily notes the LLLI Program Service Committee is working on this. Once the decision to 
republish is made, a 2-year lead time is needed for a new edition. The contract with the current 
publisher ends next year. The repayment of the publisher’s advance for the 8th addition is nearing 
fulfillment. 

IAN (Sarah Hung) asked for permission to publish their translated materials on their own websites. 

Cecily responded that she will get back to that question as it applies to all entities. 

Sarah Hung asked if IAN can have the cost sharing considered as paying the advance and royalties 
to be able to translate and publish LLLI publications?  Cecily confirmed that the cost-sharing 
always included these monies, from the earliest talks. Linda Clement wondered why LLLI 
publications were not available to DCEs as GNU licenses, to stop economic barriers from enabling 
LLLI to be a genuinely world wide authority.  

Keith Williams and Zion Tankard will talk about these. 

Lydia de Raad noted that a benefit of cost-sharing is this translation support. Despite being part of 
an ongoing conversation since 2016, there has been no resolution. 

Cecily Harkins noted the grant writer is working on solidifying sources to secure funds for 
translating materials. Linda Clement asked why this work was being planned within the US, rather 
than using volunteers in the regions?  

She agreed to bring the matter of translations and royalties to the Board agenda.  



Are there basic guidelines established for the review of publications for translations? The last 
Chinese version had a timeline of only 2 weeks to review and resulted in serious errors. Discussion 
ensued, agreed that 2 weeks is far too short and asked for time to create a more reasonable timeline 
protocol.  

Branding 

 How much staff time is used for webinars? How many attendees? 

Linda Owens  answered - If you factor in staff time, no money is being made . Staff previews 
speaker, scripts, working with the Board webinar committee for approval, recording, editing and 
etc.… 635 staff hours were counted (not costed out) for 2019-2020. LLLI has had 243 registrants so 
far. Webinars were in response to a leader survey in which Leaders requested more up to date 
training.  GLC members happy to hear LLLI has a more deliberate vetting policy in place. 
Discussion about offering webinars free, because of low registration, and using them more as PR 
and Leader education, rather than fundraising since they cost vastly more than they make. 

      May DCEs use Zoom account paid for by LLLI to make better use of the tool paid for and only 
used a few hours a month? 

NZ has already requested and used the platform. The question will be discussed, about how to 
create a calendar of usage, and policies for how to gain access. 

Tina Castellanos pointed out that the Leader Survey did not include how the education would be 
provided. Leaders miss receiving monthly publications that can be read at their leisure. She also 
mentioned that other orgs such as Breastfeeding USA are able to not only provide all Leader 
training online but also frequent continuing education. It can be done at their own pace. The Global 
Professional Liaison Network (GPLN) was also brought up and a discussion of the status ensued.  

Leader Accreditation 

      Marie-Lyne Pelletier noted her DCE, Ligue la Leche, would like to send their translated materials 
(French) to add to the website for LLLI, when there is a platform for the translated LAD forms. 
Cecily agreed and thanked her. 

Alyson Dewar asked if forms would be fillable as well as printable, or only printable. Zion will 
follow up. 

 

Global Policy making 

      Lydia de Raad asked about notable expenses for Liaisons to an event in Europe; two people traveled 
to European meetings on behalf of the LLLI board. This expense used the LLLI board travel 
budget. 

Linda Smith noted that she helped to cover some of the liaison expenses for the two individuals. 
LLLI is a member of the Global Breastfeeding Collective and Netcode, both sponsored by UNICEF 
and WHO. Linda Smith usually attends the events as a liaison for LLLI. She agrees that it is not 
sustainable for her to fund this and other funding sources should be identified.  



Lydia de Raad raised the concern of a liaison for LLLI’s BoD being on the GLC. Linda Smith 
informed everyone that she is a liaison for LLLI and not the BoD. Jennifer Rushton asked via the 
chat box how it is ethical for Linda Smith to be on the GLC and also a liaison for LLLI. GLC will 
discuss this separately as an internal issue. 

 

Additional Items 

      Mary Bird asked what is Board email protocol? Some individuals have received replies and some 
have not, which feels unfair.  

Cecily notes there is an email spreadsheet tracking when letters and other communication are 
received and when they are responded to, only. She will address the need for a more systematic 
protocol for handling communications with the Board. 

 

      Mary Bird asks if a new protocol will be introduced after the “Loving our Leaders” social media 
endeavor? We need to accept people from different backgrounds and listen to criticism, diversifying 
our market of appeal. 

Cecily noted that the BoD had a lively discussion, learning from “Loving Our Leaders” about 
allowing sufficient time and training for such an event. She added that while there were Leaders 
who were dissatisfied, there were also many Leaders who found the event positive.  

Lessons learned, listed by Cecily, include: 

1. A great idea, executed too quickly 

2. Insufficient planning, particularly for coverage of the duration of the event 

3. Few Board members with sufficient social media experience to handle this, and the 
whole Board should be trained 

4. Poorly organized, due to the short lead time 

 

      Discussion of who was responsible for drafting GLC minutes. The ED and Chair will do so, 
submitting their draft to the GLC, and when jointly approved the minutes will be posted to the 
website in a timely fashion. Additionally, GLC representatives will make a report to their own 
constituents, which may or may not include the minutes of the call, at their discretion. 

 

      Pictures from Frankfurt that were on the LLLI website have been removed due to request by Lydia 
de Raad to be compliant with the European GDPR – Global Data Protection Regulation. 
Recommended that moving forward each attendee sign a photo/video release form, which in Europe 
must include permission for specific use, and duration of use of the image, which may not be added 
after the fact. Lydia recommended not using images from European events at all. 

 



      Tina Castellanos requested that LLLI adopt their own document retention policy, in addition to the 
one IMI uses, specifically outlining which policies are state and federal law, which are IMI and 
which are LLLI. Concern over former ED deleting email after a specific period was addressed by 
Cecily who assured that the LLLI archives were not affected, only her personal computer files. Tina 
Castellanos will share a request for an LLLI Document Retention Policy with Devorah 
Schech-Wernick, Board Bylaws Chair. 

 

      GLC is listed incorrectly on the LLLI website as a Board Committee.  As an internal committee the 
GLC should be listed in the Leaders’ section. Lydia de Raad will send entity representative names 
to Zion and Cecily to update and post on the website. Tina Castellanos assured Linda Smith that the 
file is up to date, including dates members joined the GLC, and available on the Facebook group as 
a file and a post, as well as in the email group as both a file and a post. 

 

 

 

  


